Ian and Iris Heddle very kindly loaned the Society their collection of past newsletters to allow this
project to be completed. Ian had some later amendments to his published opening remarks,
which are transcribed below, with amendments highlighted.
FROM YOUR CHAIRMAN
In the 1987 Newsletter I put my plea for the Hall of Clestrain to be returned to something like its
original beauty. What form it would take was not clear to me then, but even so my ideas have
aroused considerable interest. This enthusiasm is only just beginning, but I feel sure that, with
careful research and patient application, we shall be able to spread it to include many people and
organisations who might be overlooked if we were to proceed too quickly.
We have already had promises of several thousands of pounds before any form of appeal has
been launched, so I feel greatly encouraged that, when finally our plans are drawn up for the
conversion and our proposals are announced to like-minded people in Britain and across the
Atlantic, we shall find a willing response. So how might this come about? I hope to establish that
Mr Ivan Craigie is willing to sell to the Orkney Heritage Trust the Hall and a small area of ground
around it for access and car parking. I have all along stressed to him that we must have regard to
the interests of his farm, as the Hall is right in the centre of it. His willingness to let our proposals
come to fruition must be balanced by our determination to safeguard his interest.
Are my proposals realistic? I would like to tell the history of the Hall of Clestrain – how it was built
by Patrick Honeyman around 1768 […], later how it became the home of John Rae, who was the
agent for the Hudson Bay Company and whose son John, born in 1813, was to be come Dr John
Rae – and how John Rae and his wife were hosts to Sir Walter Scott and his party who dined
there in 1814. All this can be shown in displays. I have established personal contact with the
Curator and Archivist of the Scott Polar Institute in Cambridge who was wholeheartedly
enthusiastic when I explained my ideas, giving him a photograph of the Hall (as it is!) and a copy
of the 1987 Newsletter. I was promised “all the help we can muster except money!” He
explained that he meant maps, prints of Dr Rae’s letters and reports to the Hudson Bay Company,
to the Royal Society and to the Royal Geographical Society, as well as Franklin Expedition
material.
I believe that the basement could form a part of the dwelling on the first floor for a living-in
caretaker who would have a lovely home with a wonderful view. The once beautiful staircase has
enough of the balustrade intact for it to be replaced exactly. The front entry steps will need to
have the stone walling removed so that there can once again be a graceful sweeping wrought-iron
balustrade to “set off” the imposing entrance. I am certain that the exterior can be made to look
as it did originally, when it was built in a style influenced by the work of the great Inigo Jones. If
the ground floor is restored and furnished, perhaps in the style of the late 18th century, I am sure
those people who contribute will feel that their money was used towards a very worthy project.
It is my view that Dr John Rae1 was Orkney’s greatest son and I hope that we shall be able to
commemorate his achievements as well as preserve one of Orkney’s most charming buildings. Dr
John Rae died on July 22nd 1893. Can we get the Hall of Clestrain back to its full beauty by 1993?
IAIN HEDDLE

1

Dr John Rae, MD, LL,D, FRS, FRGS: Born 30/09/1813, died 22/07/1893: Chief Factor Hudson Bay:
Company: Explored and mapped North Canadian mainland coasts, established unique exploration methods:
Established unique exploration methods: Acknowledged discoverer of the fate of the North-West Passage
Expedition led by Sir John Franklin

